Workspace ideas which inspire creativity, productivity and engagement in the modern day
learning environment.

Healthy • Interactive • Sustainable • Creative • Collaborative • Organic • Flexible
SK MB

LEARNING SPACES

METRONOME FLIPTOP

Metronome™ FlipTop Tables are the new touchstone for conference, training and meeting rooms. Metronome™ FlipTop Tables provide audible lock and release which enables the table to automatically lock when folded down flat. The one-handed
easy release mechanism is just one of the features that ensures flexibility and functionality allowing tables to fold and unfold
quickly to change the dynamics of your workspace and adapt to your varying needs.

SLIDE

The timeless design of Slide combined with its intuitive adaptability, compliments all training and
conferencing environments. The exquisite design
of the legs along with the elegant top offerings,
enhance style and distinction in the work place.

TNX

The TNX collection is composed of small, yet mighty tables that can be used for
a wide array of workplace activities. Available at up to 84 inches in width, the
knife edge option gives this collection a sleek and delicately refined look. Surfaces
come in circular, rectangular or square shapes, and the cross-shaped or T-shape
base comes in three colors to blend right into your work environment flawlessly.

OSCAR

Comprised of a round steel column with
aluminum cast feet, the Oscar Table offers a sleek distinctive base, which is essential for any setting requiring durability
and simplicity. The Oscar Collection is
comprised of T-, C-, X-, and Y-base tables, allowing designers to create a consistent aesthetic throughout the space. Its
numerous shapes, heights, and base options allow various work postures, as well
as integration into any environment.
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SCREENS & WRITING SURFACES
WISP

Created to enhance shared work areas by providing moveable dividing panels with acoustic properties, the Wisp wall allows numerous configurations
to showcase your institutions character. This upholstered, self-supporting wall is the perfect solution for
creating privacy zones in open areas where meetings can take place or precision work can be performed in comfort and safety. Options include a
built-in workboard creating an informal workstation
whenever the need arises. Choose from our vast
assortment of fabrics and create your favorite upholstery style (one or two-tones). However you use
it, Wisp will blend seamlessly with your collaborative
space while remaining compliant with social distancing measures.

LINTEX WRITING BOARDS
SILK GLASS BOARDS: By connecting several glass boards to each
other, we can create almost endless writing spaces. Our glass
writing boards are magnetic and available in 24 selected colours.
MOOD MOBILE Feet and legs in polished aluminum combined
with sharp lines to give the Mood Mobile a minimalist look. Tempered, low iron glass guarantees a vibrant finish in every color.
MOOD FABRIC MOBILE: A mobile glass writing board with a fabric-covered, sound-absorbent back. The Mood Fabric is a versatile screen that offers a seamless combination of materials and
functions. Choose from 10 selected colour combinations
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COLLABORATION
ZETTI FIT
Combining technology and minimalism, this all-in-one videoconferencing unit is designed to anchor
a screen, keep wires neat and your
workspace clutter-free. The slanted legs and trapezoid shape table
lighten the overall volume, making
it ideal for even the most compact
spaces. The soft corners, knife edges and optional wood legs add
warmth and refinement.

MEDIA FIT

Media Fit. The laminate vertical tech
wall attaches to a table that can be
rectangular, race track or trapezoid
in shape. Table and screen-supporting walls are available in various
heights. Media Fit is easy to move
and eliminates the necessity of attaching the monitor to a fixed wall.

COAST MEDIA
Designed to provide a more private setting for videoconferencing, Coast Media features a sound absorbing upholstered wall enclosure fitted with a peninsula table and wire management to ensure optimum use of space. This impeccably designed, extremely
stable, highly versatile booth will fit perfectly within your layout,
whether it’s in a wide open-plan area or in a small lounge space.
Also available as a stand alone media wall+table.

VAGABOND
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COLLABORATION
LEXY
Lexy is at home in any
working landscape. The
elegantly angled legs are
produced in solid wood
with an option for cleverly
concealed cable control.
Worksurfaces have softened corners and can feature integrated power modules that bring all necessary
services to each user.

ZETTI NALTO
Zetti Nalto is a collaboration table available in counter and bar height, and is perfect for lively layouts designed for team
work. The angular legs in wood or metal options combined with the rounded rectangle top will allow the creation of a
welcoming atmosphere in any office environment. Zetti Nalto in outfitted with a footrest, for comfortable and user-friendly
shared workspaces. This table will quickly become everyone’s favourite destination for productive meetings.

ENSEMBLE

Ensemble is a collection
of small to mid sized, fixed
and mobile tables that
enhance workspaces by
providing flexible table
configurations. A practical solution for a variety
of applications, this system is ideal for versatile
classroom environments.
Ensemble is offered in
low and standing height
and a choice of three tabletop shapes to suit any
space.
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COMMON AREAS

COAST

The Coast collection offers a wide range of possibilities, limited only by your personal creativity and preferences. Configure it based on your
specific needs: straight-lined or curvilinear, banquettes, contrasting bolsters… Add a shelf or an acoustic dividing panel to create privacy
islands in shared spaces or to set up a cozy break area for staff members. Resolutely contemporary, Coast was designed with casual collaboration in mind to provide comfortable seating with rounded lines, giving it a gentler more welcoming appearance. Add some warmth to
this piece with wood legs, a modern flare with the metal legs. Coast can be personalised to fit your space!

RIPTIDE
One-piece, rotationally molded,
specially formulated, high-impact
polyethylene with ultraviolet light
stabilizers (to reduce fading). The
commercial-grade
polyethylene
material is also FDA-approved.
Chemically resistant to bleach,
salt solution and chlorine solution.
Premium TruColor™ material is fully
compounded for superior color and
quality assurance. Enhanced UV reRiptide is a modular seating system with three primary
sistant formulation suitable for both
shapes that make endless configurations.
indoor and outdoor use.
Pod collection is versatile in
design making it ideal for
lounge areas and gathering spots. The specification
options are endless. Create
benches,
variable
back
heights, sofas, chairs and
banquette seats.

FLEET

Fleet Customize and create
your own seating arrangement for any area, with this
acoustic, high-back sofa or
booth system. Perfect whether needing privacy, wanting
to socialize or function within
a considered environment.
Sena is an easily reconfigurable modular block seating system. The organically
shaped rectangular units
can be used individually, laid
out in structured patterns or
scattered throughout the
space to create adaptable
seating arrangements.
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BLOK

POD

Blok collection is durable and
compact. It’s easy to create
benches or individual chairs,
with or without armrests, and
the high panels can be used
for enclosed spaces with laptop tables.

SENA

COMMON AREAS
BOB

A sofa system providing almost unlimited options, constructed using the smallest possible number of modules. Where ordinary sofas are usually rectangular,
square and predictable, BOB offers the architectonic freedom to either challenge or adhere to all types of spaces.

Lean In enables a natural form of behavior, leaning while standing up. The piece of furniture is wall-mounted, sound absorbing, and forms an
invitingly soft support for the body. Lean In is ideal in areas with limited space, or in rooms where you want to create new ways of interacting.
A wall-mounted table is available as an optional extra.

LEAN IN

BOBBY

Longo is a bench and sofa system for all types
of meeting areas with high demands on comfort and furniture design. Together with the
round stool Rondo, and the matching Longo
table with the same design, Longo creates a
harmonious and welldesigned meeting area.
The vast combination opportunities offered
by Longo can be enhanced even further
with curved bench and sofa sections. Longo
can be used as free standing units or linked
together.
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CAFE
MINI CHAIRS AND STOOLS

SQUAD TABLE

The Mini collection features an intriguing
and airy chair design that is mounted onto
a free-floating, gentle curve that appears
to just lightly rest on the seat. Although the
Mini collection may sound petite, its small
scale and durability provide optimal comfort and make for a roomy seating area
for friends at a cafe, coffee shop or dining
area. Its open form is easy to clean.
Agora Squad collection is perfect for any
collaborative work. Not only are these tables technology-enabled, but they also
come with optional finishing panels. Available in a variety of heights and widths,
these tables are great for standup meetings, lunchroom counter tops or quick
one-on-ones.

COAST TABLE

COAST tables are a perfect add-on to any collaborative space to further personalize workspaces. For meeting or dining
spaces, rectangular tables are paired with either 26” or 29” tall, squared monopod legs. For coffee break areas or smaller
workspaces, tables feature 15” tall cylindrical legs and offer users four distinct tabletops and looks: round, square, rectangular,
or a refined teardrop design. With its various possible styles and choices, COAST table designs will assuredly fit into your desired
layout.

TNX

The TNX collection is composed of small,
yet mighty tables that can be used for a
wide array of workplace activities. Available at up to 84 inches in width, the knife
edge option gives this collection a sleek
and delicately refined look. Surfaces
come in circular, rectangular, or square
shapes, and the cross-shaped or T-shape
base comes in three colors to blend right
into your work environment flawlessly.

MONOPOD

The Monopod collection is versatile and
highly functional. Whether you need a
quaint side table in a meeting room, or
a table for people to mingle around at
a cocktail evening, these sharp-looking
tables come in a wide array of heights,
widths, styles and shapes (round, rectangular or square), and will suit any of your
events. The circle-shaped base gives the
Monopod collection a chic, yet modern
look and is sturdy enough to support any
type of get-together.
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LIBRARY & LOUNGE
THE OPPO FAMILY
Oppo is an organically formed easy chair with a swivel mechanism. “Oppo” is slang for “buddy” or friend.
Oppo chairs are designed to make an empty space
feel welcoming and engaging, like a room full of friends.
Pouffes and footstools don’t only perform their function
in one place – they’re often moved to where they’re
needed at that particular time. We emphasise this movability with a functional ring that can be used as a practical handle. Small, medium and large volumes, for one
or more people, rounded and with sculpted forms that
rest securely on the ground.
Puppa comes in 2 sizes. Pucca comes in three sizes.

ZETTI LOUNGE - CHAIR OTTOMAN BENCH
The Zetti collection is a stylish choice for lounges, lobbies, collaborative spaces, waiting areas and libraries. Zetti chairs include high-back and low-back
lounge chairs with metal sled bases or auto-return cross bases, as well as
ottomans and benches with metal paperclip legs. The relaxed upholstery
of the Zetti collection is contemporary, refreshing and inspired by modern
influences. Zetti chairs bring a light touch with soft contours and are always
welcoming.

JIGGER

CAMPUS

No other stool measures up to Jigger. Inspired by the classic bartending When it comes to the Campus collection comfort is key. This
tool, this fun and functional piece of furniture gives a playful vibe to rooftop grouping brings softness and humanity to waiting rooms with
its sturdy arms, curved backs and comfortable seating. In eddecks and poolside bars everywhere.
ucational environments, the Campus line offers upright seatBetween the comfortable foam seat with hundreds of upholstery options, ing for optimal concentration, or to unwind and chill if desired.
and our 15-hue color palette, the customization options are endless — Jig- Perfect for busy public spaces and education, the durable
ger can be styled to fit in anywhere. Plus: its gently rounded base allows for Campus collection can take on any workspace. Versatile
with its optional tablet arm and shelving tucked underneath,
a subtle sway in case you get fidgety.
there’s no reason not to make the most of these work areas!
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LIBRARY & LOUNGE
Time Out offers its occupants a restful escape.
Designed as a solitaire piece or paired to create a home within a home, the mod roofed sofa
provides the perfect place to retreat and reflect.
Time Out is available with power outlets to allow
for all day convenience. Home to the mid-morning coffee break or casual afternoon meeting,
Time Out provides a space to time in.

TIME OUT

OFFICE NAP

Office Nap is an upholstered bean
bag that can be used in a vertical
position as a lounge chair, or horizontally for a short rest. Office Nap
is supplied with polystyrene bean
filling, a brown leather handle and
grey leather base for durability.

BLOB
The curvaceous shape and soft molded foam
of the Blob are conducive to fabrics with some
stretch and minimum pattern, giving comfort in
any modern setting, whether public spaces, private offices or residential.

CLIMB

Composed of six inspiring simple form
units, Climb transitions with the needs
of the space and evolves with the
changing elements and desires of the
environment. Configure it individually
for solitary study, or group pieces together for an informal meeting. Break
the mold of traditional classrooms with
the versatile components of Climb,
which foster creativity to flourish in different work postures.

DELI LOUNGE

LEAF
Leaf is a light, low lounge
chair that resembles the
shape of its namesake
and is revealed in the
shape of its soft seat. Its distinct horizontal profile and
wide seat are generous
and welcoming without
appearing heavy or bulky.
Adaptable for numerous applications, alone
or grouped together in a
playful composition, Leaf
is ideal for public spaces,
lounges and libraries alike.

MY PLACE
The lounge chair’s laid-back, Scandinavian nature and stylish looks join
the award-winning Deli collection of
workplace furnishings. The design of
Deli lounge is a little deeper, wider,
and slightly more voluminous than the
rest of the collection in order to allow
occupants to lounge longer.
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This table is based on the idea of
sitting together but simultaneously giving each user access to their
own workplace, with partitions
that provide seclusion. My Place is
available in two sizes and in different variants of tabletops and frame
lacquer. Options include an electrical connector.

FOCUS SPACES

Hush is a range of fully mobile
acoustic booths designed for a
specific need: to provide customizable solutions for those who
need privacy and flexibility for
any working space. Holding the
most extensive catalog of booths
available on the market, Hush
helps make work make sense
again.

•
Each Hush booth is distinct in size and design, and supports a large •
variety of work tasks or needs. But just as importantly, Hush booths pro- •
vide finely engineered soundproofing and mobility.
•

PIR activated LED ceiling light
Air ventilation (motion sensor activated)
Power module (power, USB type A, USB type C, RJ45)
Acoustic laminated glass door with high quality latch handle

•

Acoustic laminated rear glass - frosted option available

•

2” ceiling grommet for sprinkler provision or Fire Suppression Kit

•

Replaceable acoustic fabric tiles

•

Integral carpeted floor

•

12 Foot cable with 110v plug

•

Seismic floor provision

•

Adjustable levelling feet

•

Optional integrated stool

•

Integrated castors

•

Anti-collision door marking

•

Option to hang a TV screen on
the central column
Green Walls for Hush

Nook is a mobile modular huddle pod, designed improve personal wellbeing,
as well as adding efficiency & flexibility of space while creating greater engagement between people.

NOOK HUDDLE

NOOK SKINNY

NOOK SOLO

SENSORY NOOK
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ACOUSTICS
GREEN FURNITURE CONCEPT

With biophilic design, we help reduce stress and create a calm and inviting educational envronment to encourage and
enhance learning. Using flexible and modular seating solutions, you have the possibility to configure the benches to create
space for both privacy and collaboration areas when needed. Our acoustic Leaf Lamp series are often used in libraries and
other campus areas with it’s sound absorbing qualities to reduce and controll a noisy atmosphere.

SCALA XL
Scala XL is an enlarged version of Anya
Sebton’s influential sound-absorbent Scala. Scala XL is developed to improve the
soundscape in large and noisy spaces such
as assembly halls, auditoriums, lobbies,
and shopping malls. Scala XL’s interplay of
shape and material has a powerful sound
absorbing effect.

ECOUSTIC® NEILSON
Designed by Tzannes Architects for the Judith Neilson Institute, the ecoustic® Neilson Tile Collection elevates any interior space with a lineal acoustic modular tile, that is a snap to install
using basic tools. With an elevated NRC rating of .90, these tiles are sure to please both the eyes
and the ears! The Neilson Tile is available in 34 felt faced colorways.

NIVA

Nivå is a modular acoustic wall and ceiling panel made of EcoSUND core material. Panels are mounted with high-strength
velcro strips. The panels can be mounted
in various ways to form a pattern. EcoSUND
core material is a low-emission product
made from 50% recycled PET bottles and
manufactured without any glues.
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Pixel is an acoustic wall art system
made from natural, hand-picked
Scandinavian Reindeer Moss. Pixel
is 100% maintenance free and is an
environmentally conscious product:
the moss is preserved in a natural
salt solution and colored with water
based dyes. The density of the moss
offers a high level of sound absorption. Pixel is supplied by the square
foot, and can be installed around
corners, on curved surfaces and on
ceilings. Installation with self adhesive velcro backing (included).

PIXEL

ACOUSTICS
SCREENTRAK® BASS

ECOUSTIC® TIMBRE PANEL

ScreenTrak® Bass Screen are produced with Unika Vaev’s ½” ecoustic
screens and available in a wide range of colors, ScreenTrak® Bass is
available in 24 designs with the ability for custom designed patterns.

TRUMPET

An elegant acoustic panel with a wood grain print for improved acoustic performance, Cradle to Cradle Bronze
environmental certification, available in 3 sound-absorbing
thicknesses.
•

Trumpet is characterized by simplicity and a careful attention to the
detail, which become obvious when you have a close look. Here, the
designers use the iconic shape of the music instrument to both direct
the light and to make a subtle connection to the space below the

•
•
•
•
•

Print extends to the full panel once trimmed with no
obvious repeat
Edging options available
Recyclable
Printed with leading HP low-VOC water-based latex ink
technology
Ozone-free, no hazardous air pollutants, nickel-free,
PVC-free + odorless printing ink is US Greenguard
Gold-certified + Ecologo certified

GAIA

Gaia is a sound absorber with four symmetrical pieces representing the four elements: fire, earth, wind and water. Gaia means
Mother Earth. The four elements can be combined in millions of different ways with an infinite range of possible combinations.
By rotating each piece you will generate a new effect on the wall, creating a living surface. Gaia gives the room the best
sound quality while creating a colorful and inspiring ambient.
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BENCH
HYGGE
Hygge offers a generously proportioned seating solution that can be shared by several people – creating
that special feeling of coziness and conviviality that
the Danes call ‘hygge’. By choosing a leg frame with
armrests, a small round table, or a long rectangular
table, you can vary the expression and practical
function of each unit. Individually or in family groups
these seating islands are ideal as freestanding seats
in a wide variety of rooms and public spaces. Options include a USB charger which can be placed
alongside the legs.

PARSONS

Parsons bench is a clean
approach to the timeless
design of the Parsons table.
Offered in laminate or veneer, three height options, 2
cushion options and a hard
seat option,

ENZO

The Enzo tapered stool has a tapered silhouette with
contrasting cushioned top. Matching coffee table
and dining table will complete an informal dining
space or breakout area.

BRIG COLLECTION
Brig (pronounced BREEG) Lounge is
luxury soft seating. Designed to create configurations that allow people to visualize their own personal
space and with combinations facing in various directions. Brig seats
are generous in scale and easily
separated with tables to allow a
natural physical distance. Available
with integrated power and with a
focus on people, materials and upholstery. Brig Lounge is a soft seating
system that can respond to the ever
evolving context of work.

COLT

Colt is an inverted triangular bench design that is visually eyecatching and
comfortable. The leg frames and tabletops are manufactured from engineered
hardwood that are made up from fingerjointed staves, which provides a block
board appearance. The square lines
of the base, typical of the mid-century
modern, are anything but typical. With
the accompanying floating table, these
light-weight breakout bench modules
can easily be configured to form meandering shapes in open plan areas or
around
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EXHALE

Exhale bench offers two levels of comfortable
seating. Reminiscent of stepping stones, Exhale
has two informal and multipurpose elements cantilevered at overlapping heights allowing for two
or more people to relax in tandem. The distinctive
design allows for a multitude of unique combinations by way of textiles and color.

We hope that you have enjoyed this tour of the BrassTacks 2022 Collections for Learning Spaces. In out effort to inspire
creative solutions for educational institutions, we are proud to offer wide range of products from some of the most
innovative manufacturers in contract furniture.
BrassTacks is your resource for contract furniture consultants, industrial designers, acoustics engineers, CAD technicians
and customer service representatives, who are standing by to assist with your interiors project.
To find out how we can help or to learn more about our collections, please contact us
at info@brasstacksdesign.ca or visit www.brasstacksdesign.ca.
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NOTES
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